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COMPANY
OVERVIEW

Joseph and Melena Uzumcu have a proud
history of retailing clothes from a small store in
Adelaide’s Rundle Street in the 1980s, the family
business evolved to specialising in men’s suits,

COMPANY DETAILS

wedding and event attire, before expanding into
corporate wear in 2000.
Relocating to its Gawler Place store in 1992,

Shop 6, 36 Gawler Place
ADELAIDE SA 5000

Uzumcu started importing high-end men’s suits
from brands such as Canali, Corneliani, Tombolini,
plus many well-known Australian brands.
Uzumcu’s distinguished reputation in the
corporate world started with an initial contract

+61 412 168 736

admin@uzumcu.com.au

to suit out 1,000 staff at a nationwide jewellery
chain. This led to clients across a wide range
of industries, with products now including
industrial workwear, safety equipment and

uzumcucorporatewear.com.au

footwear.

ABN: 30 120 679 807
Whether it be office, major
services, banking, hospitality, retail,
construction, travel, warehousing or
medical, Uzumcu Corporate Wear has
you and your brand covered with the
perfect team uniform.
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OUR SERVICES
Quality, comfort, precision, durability, style, and functionality.
These are just a few of the qualities Uzumcu Corporate Wear prides itself on.
Catering to businesses large and small, Uzumcu is a one-stop fashion shop,
whether you want to develop a distinctive look for a fresh staff uniform,
rejuvenate your current corporate attire, or incorporate footwear, accessories
or protective equipment.
The friendly, flexible team at Uzumcu Corporate Wear can offer advice and
service that caters to your individual needs, including company branded
workwear, made-to-measure corporate wear, on-site visits and measuring.
Uzumcu Corporate Wear will also, as required, work closely with marketing
teams and designers to ensure each uniform perfectly aligns with your
company’s image and brand. Our staff have an extensive product knowledge
and guarantee attention to detail, always adhering to PPE and workwear
standards.
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OUR VALUES

Every client at Uzumcu Corporate
Wear is treated with the utmost
respect, with our commitment to
excellence in design, quality and
service.
Whether your needs for custom corporate wear are large
or small, or if your preference is for in-store or on-site fittings,
you will enjoy the same personal attention and receive the
same genuine service.
Backed by skilled master tailors, our immaculately styled
corporate wear is assured to align with your company image
and brand – clothing that every staff member will feel good in.
Led by Melena Uzumcu, the corporate wear team has
established a well-earnt reputation for quality, built
through customer satisfaction and delivery across sporting
organisations, police services, construction and businesses.

Every item of clothing
and accessory from
Uzumcu Corporate
Wear adheres to
industry standards.
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INDUSTRIES
WE SERVE

Uzumcu Corporate Wear has consistently delivered excellence
across a variety of industries, including:

Corporate

Construction

Small business

Mining

Hospitality and retail

Manufacturing

Travel

Warehousing and logistics

Sporting clubs

Medical

With this expansive industry experience, Uzumcu Corporate Wear
has the ability to fit your team with style.
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OUR CLIENTS
An esteemed roll call of government, sporting and business
clients backs Uzumcu’s promise to design and supply stylish
corporate wear, from executive level through to staff.
Our customers include the Police Credit Union - who utilise
Uzumcu’s on-site design and measuring service. Port Adelaide
Football Club’s AFL players, support staff and administration
hold their heads high in our bespoke jackets, while Capricorn
Society (Australia/NZ) boasts exclusively designed and
delivered Uzumcu field uniforms.
Our client list is long and distinguished, but each promotes
our mission to be Australia’s leading corporate wear provider,
delivering value through excellence in design, quality and
customer service.

We work exclusively with a network of top-tier suppliers,
vetted for quality and sustainability:
Cambridge, Dom Bagnato, Gibson, Joe Black and Uberstone
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CONTACT US
Shop 6, 36 Gawler Place
ADELAIDE SA 5000
+61 412 168 736

admin@uzumcu.com.au

uzumcucorporatewear.com.au

ABN: 30 120 679 807
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